Exhibition sectors

Save the date

productronica China is the only event of its kind to showcase the entire value
chain in electronics production—from technologies and components to software
and services.

productronica China | International Trade
Fair for Electronics Development and
Production.
Date: Mar 18 - 20, 2020

PCB manufacturing
Whether single-sided, double-sided or multi-layer, PCBs are the heart of all but
the simplest electronic devices. Advanced PCBs may contain components—
i.e. capacitors, resistors or active devices—that are embedded in the substrate.
PCBs require an additional design step to lay out the circuit, but manufacturing
and assembly can be automated. Exhibitors at productronica China will be
happy to lead you through this process.
EMS
Previously, the business model for the EMS industry was to specialize in large
economies of scale in manufacturing. This means that customers do not have to
keep huge inventories of products, and EMS companies can respond to sudden
changes in demand more quickly and efficiently. For quite some time, EMS
companies have also provided design-service assistance. EMS specialists are
located throughout the world. They vary in terms of production capabilities and
comply with various quality standards and regulatory requirements. If this is
what you are looking for, visit productronica China.
Component manufacturing
Manufacturing equipment for components such as capacitors, relays,
coils, etc. is considered enabling technology when it comes to making
components smaller, smarter and faster as quickly as possible. Not only do
these requirements have implications on the process, they also call for a high
level of quality.
Cable processing
Design, shielding and the materials used to produce cables determine their
mechanical and electrical properties. Everything that entails including the use of
crimping machines is on display at productronica China.
Component mount technology/SMT
Surface mounting lends itself well to a high degree of automation, reducing
labor costs and greatly increasing production rates. Components can be
supplied mounted on carrier tapes. Surface-mount components can be
approximately one-quarter to one-tenth the size and weight of through-hole
components, and passive components are much cheaper.
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See state-of-the-art equipment including soldering technology and automated
optical inspection at productronica China.
Dispensing
Due to ongoing miniaturization and the introduction of electronics in new
application sectors, components' quality requirements are increasing, which
means that dispensing quality must increase, as well. To obtain the required
quality, on the one hand, resin systems must be developed and optimized
accordingly. On the other hand, resin-dispensing systems must work with
greater precision to obtain optimum dispensing results. Due to constantly
increasing cost pressure, casting devices must be capable of increased quality,
while also becoming faster and more reliable.
Test and measurement
When developing electronic circuits and systems, advanced testing equipment
is essential. Practical electronics engineering and assembly call for a wide
range of electronic testing equipment, ranging from the very simple and
inexpensive to extremely complex and sophisticated such as automatic test
equipment (ATE). ATE often includes many of these instruments in real and
simulated forms.
Materials (electronic and chemical)
When working with highly sophisticated manufacturing techniques, companies
must rely on superior quality materials. From board level to final assembly,
productronica China brings together key players with the reliable and
compatible material solutions that you need to stay competitive.

Go to exhibitor database
Fairgrounds map

Factsheet 2018 (982 kB PDF-document )
Factsheet 2017 (SMT Segment) (1.5 MB PDF-document )
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